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			This atlas is the collaborative work of surgeons from Latin America and North America and describes techniques that can aid in the treatment of trauma patients. Trauma surgeons need to perform procedures efficiently and expeditiously for patients that are crashing. The surgeries and exposures are narrated by experts in the field, and include pitfalls and complications, as well as ways to avoid and treat them. Detailed illustrations add clarity to each procedure and help surgeons improve their technique when treating trauma patients. 

		
			Atlas of Trauma provides a visual aid to the trauma surgeon and acts as a great asset for the training of these specialists.
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Flash MX Design for TV and VideoJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
This book is about how to get Flash MX animation out to video, television, and other video-based mediums,
such as DVD. We also consider the notion of broadcast quality and explore ways to achieve it, both
technically and creatively.

Since Version 2, Macromedia Flash has had the capability to export to video. It wasn't long...
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Mastering Linux Security and Hardening: Secure your Linux server and protect it from intruders, malware attacks, and other external threatsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to mastering the art of preventing your Linux system from getting compromised.

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage this guide to confidently deliver a system that reduces the risk of being hacked
	
			Perform a number of advanced Linux security techniques such as...
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Pro .NET 4 Parallel Programming in C# (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2010

	Parallel programming has been revolutionised in .NET 4 providing, for the first time, a standardised and simplified method for creating robust, scalable and reliable multi-threaded applications. The Parallel Programming features of .NET 4 allow the programmer to create applications that harness the power of multi-core and multi-processor...
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U.S. News Ultimate College Guide 2009, 6ESourcebooks, Inc., 2008

	Featuring complete data on more than 1,400 colleges and universities, U.S. News Ultimate College Guide 2009 is the best source for the information students and parents need most. Equally important, it also includes the essential step-by-step guide to the often stressful process of choosing a college, getting in, and finding the money, plus...
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Advances in Nuclear Oncology:: Diagnosis and TherapyInforma Healthcare, 2007

	The diagnostic and therapeutic achievements in radiopharmaceuticals and nuclear medicine instrumentation – PET, SPECT, MR, CT and their hypbrids PET-CT and SPECT-CT – are the result of the interdisciplinary research efforts of cell-biologists, chemists, pharmacologists, physicists, computer-scientists, engineers, nuclear...
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Secrets of the Playstation PortablePeachpit Press, 2006
With over 13 million shipped, the Sony PlayStation Portable, or PSP, is one of the fastest selling game consoles in history. In this essential guide, gaming expert Joel Durham, Jr. shows readers how to get the most out of this revolutionary handheld game console. After an initial tour around the interface, Joel will introduce the readers to the...
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